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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

ATTENTION: BUSINESS EDITORS, ECO-FASHION BLOGGERS, ETHICAL FASHION 
BLOGGERS, SUSTAINABLE LIVING BLOGGERS. 

HANDCRAFTED HEMP HANDBAGS BY HONEY WONG
Ethical, Sustainable and Chemical-free handbags 

Honey Wong  is proud to announce the opening of honeyhandbags.com.  Honey is an Environmentalist and seamstress 
from Formosa (Taiwan) with a passion for designing and creating 100% sustainable handmade handbags. Each 
handbag is personally handcrafted by Honey making honey handbags a completely non-corporate venture. All the 
materials Honey uses are bought and produced locally with ethical practices. 

Honey Handbags are intimately designed and carefully selected, creating timeless handbags that are one with nature. 
Each Honey handbag is handmade from a hand woven blend of tropical hemp and 100% organic cotton completely 
free of destructive toxic pesticides and chemical fertilizers.

The unique texture and ruggedness of hemp tempered by the soft ease of organic cotton combined with the classic-
retro designs by Honey Wong create a simple indulgent handbag for every occasion. The handbags are made from 
natural hemp and are vegetable dyed so aside from being cute they are completely environmental friendly.

Honeyhandbags incorporates sustainable practices into each handbag, minimizing harm in the growth, manufacturing, 
and shipping of the products. By introducing and utilizing sustainable production methods honeyhandbags.com aims 
to be a leader in ethical fashion on the island of Formosa (Taiwan). As a company honeyhandbags.com will always 
support the global community of socially responsible environmentalist.  

Honeyhandbags.com has the short term goal of promoting environmentalism through a donation of percentage of sales 
of handbags to support the aborigines of Formosa against the tyranny of corporate gentrification.   

Honey Handbags are available for limited sale/wholesale for each seasonal collection. Honey Handbags can be 
purchased and shipped with ethical postage from honeyhandbags.com.   

Honey Wong can be contacted by email at honeywong@honeyhandbags.com  .  
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